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What follows is an first attempt at a high level overview of a process many move through as they seek to transform

their life. Consider it 1.0 

The purpose of the following overview is to make debate and an exploration of this process much easier as we

examine a documented high level overview that pulls from Jung, Sufism, Shamanism and the Demartini Method. 

This journey of connecting head and heart can often feel abstract or splintered in its approach, as the mind attempts

to resolve what, how and where.  

#insideGrowth has an intention to resolve a more complete overview of this journey through a collaborated approach

with subject matter experts. We may discover later in 2021, this overview needs to be thrown away entirely and a new

overview take its place. So be it.

My experience tells me that it is far easier to edit than to create sometimes. The invitation to edit is officially being

made to any subject matter experts who want to wade in.  Email shannon@shannoneastman.com

https://www.facebook.com/InsideGrowthMiniCon
https://www.linkedin.com/company/inside-growth
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There are at least          
Three Ways to 
Get Involved...

# H e a d t o H e a r t

email shannon@shannoneastman.com for

more information on how to get involved. 



disease

fear shame guilt

lost

ego ego

lost

disempowered

discomfort

obsessive, perfectionist,
need to control, no self love

survival, I'm not safe,
disconnected

shame, absence of
meaning, no clarity

I'm not worthy, no joy, no
gratitude

I have nothing to offer, I
need motivation to be
bothered to do anything

I'm lost

rigid, analysis
paralysis, fear of
alienation

We polarise perception of

life -  extreme bad

We polarise perception of

life - extreme good

When life is led by our
(wounded) ego, we navigate
through versions of this wee
man here...

It's only 3-feet from head to
heart. Inside those 3-feet
contains a journey of a
lifetime.
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fear shame guilt

Your unconscious runs your
day-to-day life. If you don't
like the experience you're
having, chances are you
have unconscious wounds
seeking your attention by
offering up feedback in the
form of fear, shame, guilt. 

Basically, your heart wants
in. Cutting off everything
below the neck tends to
keep us stuck and frustrated

WOUNDED EGO LED 
LIFE IGNORES THE HEART
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wound running
your life and
you don't even
know its there
or you do know
and think you
can out run it

Feedback in the
form of fear,

shame, guilt - all
attempts to get
you to connect

to your heart
 

Repressed
painful

memories are
seeking to be

seen, healed and
reintegrated

Surrender to the heart

We polarise perception of

life -  extreme bad

We polarise perception of

life - extreme good
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lost lost

When we do The Work that
allows us to experience life
through our heart, our
human condition is lovingly
embraced and brought on
the ride as we self-parent
the parts of us that
continue to seek deeper
levels of healing and
integration. (Those bits in
the basket)

There is an inner peace,
regardless of circumstance.
Our thoughts are observed
and we decide what to do
with them vs simply just
believing them and letting
them determine who and
what we are

fear

shame

guilt

ego serves Heart 

whole

comfortable 
being

uncomfortable

empowered

Life is perceived as being in

balance. Holding equal

blessings and crisis that are

both neccessary for my

growth and evolution
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Your unconscious runs your
day-to-day life. If you don't like
the experience you're having,
chances are you have
unconscious wounds seeking
your attention by offering up
feedback in the form of fear,
shame, guilt.

We swap polarised perceptions
of life for ones that are
balanced - the neutrality of
fear, shame & guilt means that
it is no longer running us - we
don't get a challenge-free life -
we simply become far better at
meeting challenge EGO & HEART CONNECT
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Making the
unconscious,

conscious
invites our

wounded ego
to be made

whole. A whole
ego wants to

be in service to
your heart

wounds
made
whole

Surrender to "what is"

fear shame guilt
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disease

fear shame guilt

Shifting from the
version of you on

the left to a
version of you

that looks more
like this one on

the right, is found
inside the process

of making the
unconscious,

conscious

disempowered

obsessive,
perfectionist,
need to control,
no self love

survival, I'm not
safe, disconnected

shame, absence of
meaning, no clarity

I'm not worthy, no
joy, no gratitude

I have nothing to
offer, I need
motivation to be
bothered to do
anything.

rigid, analysis
paralysis, fear of
alienation

We polarise perception of

life -  extreme bad
We polarise perception of

life - extreme good

Life is perceived as being in
balance. Holding equal blessings
and crisis that are both neccessary
for my growth and evolution

lost

ego ego

lost

discomfort

I'm lost

lost lost

fear

shame

guilt

ego serves Heart 

whole

comfortable 
being

uncomfortable

empowered
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MINI 

CONVERSATIONS
Small Firms, Industry Experts, 

Health, Anthropology

MINI 

WORKSHOPS
Mini Wins inside 
Mini Experiences

MINI 

INSIGHTS
Insights shared and

used to inform a
Methodology

MINI 

METHODOLOGY
Published and shared

across the industry

Discover Distill

Deploy

GROWTH

theme

ins ideGROWTH.io/Feb-2022

To get involved email shannon@shannoneastman.com   

You! Version 2022

Transforming challenge into best practice using a 3-phased

approach, dedicated to an insideGROWTH theme, explored

with all Industry Stakeholders: Small Firms, Industry Experts,

Health, Anthropologists, subject matter experts

MINI 

CONFERENCE 
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FREE DOWNLOAD

https://www.insidegrowth.io/post/free-book-meaningful-work-intrapreneurs-innerpreneurs-all-on-the-rise-but-how-what-why
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FREE DOWNLOAD

https://www.insidegrowth.io/post/mini-insights-1-question-with-20-answers-from-professionals-about-meaningfulwork-post-covid
https://www.insidegrowth.io/post/mini-insights-1-question-with-20-answers-from-professionals-about-meaningfulwork-post-covid
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ABOUT

The platform's facilitators include Shannon Eastman and Dr. Kim Jobst.

Shannon and Dr. Kim have been collaborating and working together in

this field of study since 2014. 

Shannon Eastman co-creates growth for Small Business Owners in two

main areas; financial services and personal development

inside GROWTH is a platform to explore ideas, insights, and experiences

about the inside-you-kind-of-growth that yields more flow, less force.

This is a collaboration project. inside GROWTH seeks experts, thought

leaders, and facilitators to wade in on related subject matter with the

intention of sharing those insights on this platform.

Dr. Kim JobstShannon Eastman
MA. DM. FRCP. MFHomCreative & Communications
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Why is it so important for the head/heart to be connected? 

What’s the Demartini method, and why are you pulling aspects from Jung, Buddhism, & Shamanism? 

What is ego? Why does it run or day to day lives? / How does that work? 

How would we know if a wound is there unconsciously/ how can we tell if our ego is running us & not our head/ heart 

People may view living by/ with our heart could mean things being extremely good (polarized perception). How would

someone know what the difference is/ why is a polarized view of something good, not so good? 

How could our unconscious run our day to day lives? When we are aware of it, does it just stop or do we have to keep

working on it? If so, how do we do that/ what does it look like?

Why is it that fear, shame, and guilt are mechanisms to get us “back on track”/ feeling better if they feel so shitty? 

How do identify what problem fear, shame, and guilt are bringing up? 

What does it mean to surrender to the heart? What’s an example of what that looks like?

What does is mean to self parent parts of us that need healing, & what would the results be?/ Whats the point? 

How does ego serve me? 

Why would my ego serve me if it’s unconsciously bringing me pain? Shouldn’t I try to destroy it?

What good do I get being comfortable with being uncomfortable?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

QUESTIONS
RECEIVED SO FAR

Have answers? Join us on the #insideGROWTH podcast to share them
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What is the “inner peace” that is in us regardless of circumstances? How do we tap into it?

What is our unconscious mind? 

How could we be grateful/ peaceful when circumstances are crazy/everything seems to suck! What do we do

when our ego “won’t” or “doesn't want” us to be grateful? Is the ego the part of us that doesn't want us to be

grateful? If not, what part of us is it? 

If someone doesn't feel connected to their heart/intuition/”muchness”, how do they know it’s there always? Is this

type of work possible for someone who doesn’t feel connected/ someone who has never entered this type of self

work/personal development? 

If someone has a polarized perception of something being good, how could that be not the greatest thing / how

is it not the best option? 

In order to surrender, do we need to accept the situation/ “isness” of it all? 

If an ego is something that causes us wounds because it’s not connected to our heart, what is the purpose of our

ego once it is connected to our heart? In what ways is it “of service” to us?

 Why/ HOW are states of panic/crisis essential for my growth & evolution, especially because they feel so shitty? 

How does this help me figure out why I can spend months losing 25lbs only to wake up one morning and go back

to eating shit and not wanting to exercise anymore? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

QUESTIONS
RECEIVED SO FAR

Have answers? Join us on the #insideGROWTH podcast to share them
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There are at least          
Three Ways to 
Get Involved...

email shannon@shannoneastman.com for

more information on how to get involved. 
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